RNA trafficking in oligodendrocytes.
A2RE and hnRNP A2 have been identified as important cis/trans determinants for MBP RNA trafficking in oligodendrocytes. Since A2RE-like sequences are found in several different transported RNAs, and since hnRNP A2 is expressed in most cell types, this may represent a general RNA trafficking pathway shared by a variety of different RNAs in different cell types. In oligodendrocytes, A2RE/hnRNP A2 determinants are involved in at least four steps in the RNA trafficking pathway: (1) export from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, (2) granule assembly in the perikaryon, (3) transport along microtubules in the processes, and (4) translation activation in the myelin compartment. The components of the cellular machinery mediating each of these steps are known. How A2RE/hnRNP A2 determinants interact with these components to mediate RNA trafficking is being investigated by a combination of: biochemistry to analyze molecular interactions in vitro, imaging to visualize molecular interactions in living cells, and computational modeling to simulate molecular interactions in the Virtual Cell.